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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: MR is a developmental disorder associated with impaired cognitive
functioning and deficits in adaptive behavior. With a 2D region of interest�based GI, a preliminary
study reported significantly reduced gyrification in the prefrontal lobe in MR. The purpose of this study
was to further investigate the abnormalities of cortical gyrification in MR and to explore the possible
causes of these abnormalities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Thirteen patients with MR and 26 demographically matched healthy
controls were included in this study. A 3D surface-based lGI was calculated as a measure to quantify
gyrification. Then vertex-by-vertex contrasts of lGI were performed between patients with MR and
healthy controls.

RESULTS: Statistical analysis showed that patients with MR had significantly reduced lGI in multiple
brain regions compared with healthy controls. These regions include the lateral and medial prefrontal
cortices, the right superior temporal gyrus, the left superior parietal lobe, the bilateral insular and
adjacent cortices, and the visual and motor cortices.

CONCLUSIONS: The observed abnormal pattern of cortical gyrification revealed by significant reduction
of lGI in multiple brain regions might reflect the developmental disturbance in intracortical organization
and cortical connectivities in MR.

ABBREVIATIONS: A-GI � automated gyrification index; FA � fractional anisotropy; FSIQ � full scale
intelligence quotient; GI � gyrification index; GLM � general linear model; ID � identification; IQ �
intelligence quotient; lGI � local gyrification index; MR � mental retardation; RFT � random field
theory

MR, also called developmental delay or mental delay, is a
developmental disorder characterized by subaverage

cognitive functioning and deficits in adaptive behaviors. The
pathophysiologic basis underlying this disorder is still not fully
understood. However, accumulating evidence has shown that
MR is primarily due to deficiencies in neuronal network con-
nectivity.1-4 This opinion is supported by abnormalities in
dendritic spine lengths and shapes in multiple brain regions.5,6

Additionally, abnormalities in white matter connectivity re-
vealed by disrupted white matter integrity have also been
reported.7,8

Cortical folding, which appears in humans in the fifth fetal
month and continues its development into the first postnatal
year,9 is thought to reflect not only corticocortical connectiv-
ity10 but also optimal intracortical organization, with the most
axonal connections in the least possible volume.11 Many re-

searchers have shown that abnormal patterns of cortical gyri-
fication have been associated with cognitive-behavioral defi-
cits among individuals with schizophrenia, developmental
language disorders, and dyslexia12-15; however, few studies
have been performed on cortical gyrification in MR, given its
cognitive impairment. Using A-GI, a region-of-interest study
reported that patients with MR have reduced gyrification in
the prefrontal lobe compared with healthy controls.16 Because
studies have shown that MR involves alterations in multiple
brain regions,5,7,8 it is necessary to detect brain areas with ab-
normal cortical gyrification in MR by using a whole-brain
analysis, which contributes to understanding the neuropa-
thology of this disorder.

Several measures have been proposed to investigate the
pattern of gyrification in the cerebral cortex. The GI,17 a most
widely used measure of gyrification, is defined as the ratio of
the length of the pial perimeter of the cortex to the length of
the outer perimeter on coronal sections (Fig 1). Formally

GI �
�i � 1

N PP
j

�i � 1
N PO

i ,

where PP
i is the pial cortical perimeter of section i and PO

i is the
outer perimeter of section i. However, this method is rater-
dependent and cannot localize the exact regions with abnor-
mal cortical gyrification. Another measure of gyrification is
A-GI.16 Although this method is automatic and does not need
extra intervention, it still cannot localize specific regions with
abnormal cortical gyrification.

Recently, curvature and functions of curvature have been
used to analyze the developing brain from preterm to adult.18

However, curvature-based approaches are highly dependent
on surface configuration and are sensitive to noise. The lGI,19

a 3D extension of the GI, is a newly developed automated
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method for locating regionally specific changes in gyrification.
This measure is able to quantify the amount of cortical surface
invaginated in the sulci and measure the spatial frequency of
cortical gyrification and the depth of the sulci. Compared with
curvature-based approaches, the lGI method is less easily af-
fected by noise in the surface configuration. The measure lGI
has been successfully used to assess gyrification of the 22q11
Deletion Syndrome and major depressive disorder.19-21 In this
study, we used this measure to investigate gyrification abnor-
malities in MR. We contrasted the lGI between healthy con-
trols and patients with MR by using a surface-based GLM tool
to map group contrasts on a vertex-by-vertex basis. On the
basis of previous studies,5,7,8,16 we hypothesized that patients
with MR would exhibit reductions in lGI in multiple brain
regions, including the prefrontal lobe.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
All subjects of this study were chosen from those who participated in

a study by Yu et al.8 The 15 patients with idiopathic MR are described

in detail by Yu et al, and 2 of them were excluded due to segmentation

errors. In brief, the patients with MR were recruited from Beijing

Huiling Community Service for People with Disabilities and Beijing

Lizhi Recovery Center for People with Disabilities. All patients were

diagnosed by an experienced psychiatrist according to the Diagnostic

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders criteria for MR: 1) IQ of

approximately 70 or below on an individually administered IQ test; 2)

at least 2 affected areas: communication, self-care, home living, so-

cial/interpersonal skills, use of community resources, self-direction,

functional academic skills, work, leisure, health, and safety; and 3)

onset before 18 years of age. Exclusion criteria were prenatal events

(such as congenital infections, prolonged maternal fever in the first

trimester, exposure to anticonvulsants or alcohol, and untreated ma-

ternal phenylketonuria), notable dysmorphology, near-drowning,

traumatic brain injury, phenylketonuria, hypothyroidism, and disor-

ders known to be associated with MR, such as neurofibromatosis and

tuberous sclerosis. Patients with visible brain lesions on conventional

MR images were also excluded from this study. For comparison with

the 13 subjects with MR (8 men and 5 women; mean age, 22.6 � 2.3

years), 26 age- and sex-matched healthy subjects were included (16

men and 10 women; mean age, 23.4 � 4.6 years). FSIQ score was

measured by means of the Chinese Revised Wechsler Adult Intelli-

gence Scale. The FSIQ was 50.0 � 10.0 with a range of 33– 63 for

patients with MR and 108.1 � 8.6 with a range of 91–120 for healthy

controls.

MR Imaging Data Acquisition
3D structural MR imaging scans were obtained on a 3T scanner (Mag-

netom Trio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with magnetization-pre-

pared rapid acquisition of gradient echo imaging. Detailed scanning

parameters were as follows: TR � 2000 ms, TE � 2.6 ms, section

thickness � 1 mm, no gaps, flip angle � 9°, matrix � 256 � 224,

FOV � 256 � 224 mm2, 1 � 1 mm2 in-plane resolution.

Preprocessing
Each scan was processed by using FreeSurfer22,23 (http://surfer.

nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) with its volume and surface pipeline. Starting

from the segmentation of white matter and tessellation of the gray/

white matter boundary, we obtained an initial surface after auto-

mated topologic correction. This surface was used as the initial shape

for the deformable model that was used to reconstruct the pial sur-

face. After obtaining the pial surface, one can obtain a cortical map of

lGIs in 3 steps.19 First, an outer surface can be obtained by triangulat-

ing the outer hull, which tightly wraps the pial surface. Second, the

lGIs were calculated for vertices on the outer surface by using follow-

ing formula:

lGI �3 � D
Outer�vi� �

� � j � S��vi, r� Ap
j

� � j � S�vi, r� AO
j

, � vi � So,

where S(vi, r) is a sphere centered on vertex vi of the outer surface SO

with a radius r, AO
j is the area of the face j of SO that lies inside the

contour delineated by the intersection of the outer surface SO with the

sphere S(vi, r), and Ap
j is the area of the face j of the pial surface that lies

inside the contour S�(vi, r) delineated by the vertices of the pial surface

that are closest to each vertex of the outer contour. Third, the lGI for

each vertex on the pial surface was obtained by propagating the lGI

values from the outer surface mesh to the pial surface mesh according

to its prior involvement in the whole computational process.

Mathematically

lGI �3 � D
Pial �vj�

�

� � vj, vi � S��vi, r�lGI �3 � D
Outer�vi� � �1 �

1

d�vj, X�vi��
�

� � vj, vi � S��vi, r��1 �
1

d�vj, X�vi��
� , � vj � Sp,

where d(vj, X(vi)) is the distance between vj and the normal axis X to

the outer surface at the vertex vi.

The establishment of a vertex correspondence across subjects in a

standard surface-based coordinate system was required to compare

the lGIs vertex by vertex. Surface-based registration24 was used to

build an average template based on cortical surfaces from all 39 sub-

jects. All of the individual reconstructed cortical surfaces were aligned

to the template. Then the lGI data were resampled for each subject.

Before statistical analysis, a heat kernel of 10-mm width was used to

Fig 1. Schematic illustration of the GI defined as the ratio of the length of the pial
perimeter (in yellow) of the cortex to the length of the outer perimeter (in orange) on
coronal sections.
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smooth the lGI maps to increase the signal intensity–to-noise ratio

and to improve the ability to detect morphometric variations.

Statistical Analyses
Vertex-by-vertex contrasts of lGI were performed for healthy controls

versus patients with MR by using the SurfStat package (http://www.

math.mcgill.ca/keith/surfstat). Specifically, each contrast was entered

into a vertex-by-vertex GLM, including diagnosis, sex, and exact age

as covariates. Subsequently, a corrected vertex-wise P value was ob-

tained by using RFT.25 The level of significance for vertices was set at

a conservative surface-wide P � .05 after multiple-comparison cor-

rection. Only clusters with a minimum of 100 vertices were reported.

Results
Compared with healthy controls, only decreased lGI was ob-
served in multiple brain regions in MR. We found 12 regions
of difference with thresholds of P � .05 (corrected) and cluster
sizes of �100 vertices. These regions included the bilateral
insular and their adjacent frontal and temporal cortices, the
bilateral medial prefrontal cortices, the bilateral primary vi-
sual cortices and their association cortices, the bilateral pre-
central gyri, the right orbital frontal cortex (2 clusters), the
right superior temporal gyrus, and the left superior parietal
lobe (Table). For visualization, regions of difference were pro-
jected onto the pial and inflated surfaces of the average tem-
plate, respectively (Fig 2).

Discussion
In this study, a whole-brain analysis of cortical gyrification was
performed in patients with MR and demographically matched
healthy controls. Unlike traditional region of interest�based
methods, which need, a priori, to define the region of interest
and limit the identification of changes elsewhere in the cortex,
the surface-based lGI method does not need a priori definition
and is able to detect localized abnormalities in gyrification. In
addition, the lGI method is an automated one, which does not
introduce user bias and does not need labor-intensive manual
delineations. However, it needs high amounts of time to com-
pute the lGIs for all the vertices on the pial surface. Using this
measure, we detected significantly reduced lGI in the bilateral
medial prefrontal cortices and the right orbital frontal cortex.
These results are consistent with a previous region-of-interest
study, which revealed decreased gyrification in the prefrontal
cortex in MR.16 Moreover, we also detected reduced lGI in the
bilateral insular and adjacent frontal and temporal cortices,

the bilateral primary visual cortices and their associated corti-
ces, the bilateral precentral gyri, the right superior temporal
gyrus, and the left superior parietal lobe. These abnormalities
in cortical gyrification revealed by significant reduction of lGI
may suggest a developmental disturbance in intracortical or-
ganization and cortical connectivities in MR.

There are several possible explanations for the observed
abnormalities of cortical gyrification in the regions in MR. A
mechanical model of brain convolutional development has
been used to explain abnormalities in cortical folding during
human brain development.9 This model proposes that differ-
ential growth rates of cortical layers directly affect the degree of
cortical convolutions. Indeed, several studies have observed
developmental abnormalities in cortical layers in MR. For ex-
ample, long thin tortuous dendritic spines with prominent
heads and irregular dilations on apical dendrites of pyramidal

Regions with reduced lGI in patients with MR

Cluster ID Anatomic Regions Cluster Size
1 Left insular and its adjacent frontal and temporal cortices 9737 vertices
2 Right insular and its adjacent frontal and temporal cortices 8691 vertices
3 Left primary visual cortices and their associated cortices 1952 vertices
4 Right primary visual cortices and their associated cortices 2308 vertices
5 Left medial prefrontal cortex 1665 vertices
6 Right medial prefrontal cortex 2361 vertices
7 Left precentral gyrus 956 vertices
8 Right precentral gyrus 115 vertices
9 Right orbital frontal cortex 677 vertices
10 Right orbital frontal cortex 292 vertices
11 Right superior temporal gyrus 525 vertices
12 Left superior parietal lobe 290 vertices

Fig 2. Brain regions of significantly reduced lGI in patients with MR compared with
well-matched healthy subjects after a correction for multiple comparisons (P � .05, the
vertex-based RFT correction) on the pial surface (A) and the inflated surface (B ). The color
bar indicates the vertex-wise P value after the correction for multiple comparisons. The
integers in (B ) are the cluster IDs corresponding to those of the Table.
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cells in layers III and V of the parieto-occipital neocortex and
in the pyramidal layer of the allocortex have been reported in
patients with fragile X syndrome.26,27 In addition, Irwin et al5

reported abnormal length and shape of dendritic spines in
temporal and visual cortices of patients with fragile X syn-
drome. In the same study, higher attenuation of dendritic
spines on distal segments of apical and basilar dendrites in
both temporal and visual cortices has also been observed in
patients with fragile X syndrome. Therefore, the abnormalities
of cortical gyrification detected in MR might be caused by
disorganization of the cortical architectures in these regions.
An alternate theory to the mechanical model of gyrification
suggests that changes in subcortical connections can lead to
altered cortical folding patterns without changing the area of
the cortical surface.28 It has been known that cortical layer IV
is a primary site for thalamocortical connections.29 Moreover,
abnormalities in subcortical structure such as fragile X syn-
drome have been reported in MR.30-32 Abnormalities in sub-
cortical structure might also be a possible cause of the abnor-
mal cortical folding pattern in MR.

Another tension-based model of cortical morphogenesis
proposes that the mechanical tension along axons is the driv-
ing force for cortical folding.10 In fact, increasing research on
MR has reported abnormalities in the corpus callosum,33-35

which is the major white matter tract connecting the left and
the right cerebral hemispheres. Diffusion tensor imaging also
showed that patients with MR have significantly lower FA than
healthy controls in the corpus callosum, uncinate fasciculus,
optic radiation, and corticospinal tract.8 In addition, lower FA
values in the white matter in the frontostriatal pathways and in
the parietal sensory-motor tracts have also been reported in
MR, as in fragile X syndrome.7 According to the above ten-
sion-based model of cortical morphogenesis, the gyral abnor-
malities might be due to the aberrant cortical connectivity
caused by white matter abnormalities in these regions.

On the basis of the above discussion, both models could
explain the gyral abnormalities in MR. However, which model
plays a leading role in causing the gyrification changes remains
beyond guarded conclusions. It is likely that the above models
might not be mutually exclusive and might be coexistent; this
possibility would explain the gyral abnormalities in MR. To
obtain a better understanding of the pathogenesis of MR, one
must explore the causes and underlying mechanisms of the
abnormal cortical folding pattern. For years, it has been
known that MR may result from both genetic and harmful
environmental factors during the developmental process.
Both of these factors may have an effect on the pattern of
cortical folding.36,37 Although some environmental factors
that are often involved in MR have been excluded in this study,
it is still possible that other harmful environmental factors,
such as hypoxia, might have an effect on the cortical folding
pattern. More important, genetic factors may play a critical
role in abnormal cortical development. In fact, mutations in
some genes implicated in MR, such as fragile X mental retar-
dation 1 gene, oligophrenin 1, p21-activated kinase, and rho gua-
nine nucleotide exchange factor 6, have been found to directly
and indirectly affect intracortical architecture and cortical
connectivities.1,4,5,7 Future studies will need to discriminate
the role of specific genetic and/or environmental factors in the
development of the abnormal cortical folding pattern in MR

by using samples with higher homogeneity or animal
experiments.

Conclusions
We found significant reduction of lGI in multiple brain re-
gions in patients with MR compared with healthy controls.
The observed abnormalities of cortical gyrification might be
the reflection of developmental abnormalities in both intra-
cortical architecture and cortical connectivities in MR.
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